Hello! We hope you’ve had a good start to your spring semester, whether you are on campus or attending classes remotely.

Here’s your springtime rundown of exciting events happening in the EECS community!

---

**Upcoming Events**

**April 8:** IEEE/ACM Game Night (8 pm)
**April 9:** WiEECS Embroidery Event (8 pm)
**April 13:** WiEECS Capital One Women in Tech Event (6 pm)
**April 16:** IEEE/ACM Codenames Tournament (5 pm)

---

**Freshman Pset Partners**
Hey Freshmen! Are you looking for pset partners in course 6 classes? Fill out this form to be matched with a partner or partners! 10 groups will be randomly selected to receive a reimbursement for a treat during their psetting session!

Recent Events

Here are some photos from our OrigamiIEEE event! Participants made a foldable phone stand out of paper, as well as a paper mouse.

“OrigamiIEEE” EECS-Themed Origami Workshop
Fireside Chat with Prof. Leslie Kaelbling
Check out more upcoming events above!

Event Highlight:
IEEE Rising Stars Conference
Hi MIT IEEE/ACM!
Luann and I wanted to tell you about the IEEE Rising Stars Conference, a student conference for IEEE members from universities across the world. We attended the virtual conference, and it was a great experience to interact with industry experts and meet other students who are passionate about electrical engineering.

This year’s virtual conference brought technical speakers from places like Amazon Web Services and Locomation, an autonomous trucking company, along with professionals that represented different sections of the IEEE, like IEEE USA and IEEE Young Professionals. Best of all, videos of presentations were recorded and posted on the conference website for students to watch again at a later time.

The conference was also super fun! There was a ‘play to win’ game throughout the whole conference: the more talks you attended and the more people you interacted with (at virtual booths and social events), you would gain points. Attendees with the most points at the end of the conference received some awesome prizes!

The IEEE Rising Stars Conference was an exciting event and a great opportunity to broaden our technical horizons and expand our professional network. It happens every January, so keep an eye out for next year’s conference! We look forward to having many MIT IEEE/ACM members attend in the future!

Your IEEE/ACM Vice President,
Alisa

About Us

MIT IEEE/ACM is MIT’s student branch of the International Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers and the Association of Computing Machinery.

Our organization aims to create and support a close community between students and faculty within the EECS department.

Follow us on our other social media channels to stay up-to-date on our event announcements!